
Do you have the same presence and voice online?
LinkedIn is a powerful and professional social tool for businesses and professionals and it comes 
hand-in-hand with being a respected leader today and establishing your expertise and presence online.
So let’s tackle LinkedIn Leadership and make you that you are rising up online and having your story 
heard.

LinkedIn in High Heels is about:
 Understanding the LinkedIn algorithm and effectively building a stand-out profile and brand
 Telling your own powerful career story with pride and presence
 Learning to be active on LinkedIn in ways that showcase your character 
 Creating and sharing engaging content and educating your audience
 Making sure your content is innovative and inspiring – sharing of new ideas
 Publishing content that recognises your unique expertise, whilst keeping in mind brand values
 Spreading goodness, rising spirits, empowering others, and providing recognitions
 Being a role model 
 Staying current and adapting and embracing change

Becoming an effective leader online will benefit your brand, career, and business in all areas – 

If you are interested in a workshop, or inspiring talk on LinkedIn for women leaders, 
and aspiring women leaders, you can contact me:

selsliger@gmail.com
416-262-2067

I would be very grateful if you could ‘Share’ my services to help me spread the word  

Based in Toronto, Shelly Elsliger is an engaging leadership development facilitator, career specialist, LinkedIn 
trainer, certified coach and President and Founder of Linked-Express. She coaches executives, leaders, diverse 
students and job seekers, as well as teams; inspiring them to maximize their personal and professional branding 
potential, as well as their social influence,  on LinkedIn.
 
Shelly is member of the International Coach Federation (ICF), was recognized as a Woman you Need to Know in 
2015 by the National Women Speakers Association, and in 2016 was awarded the Global LinkedIn Ambassador 
Award by the Richard Dipilla Association. Shelly’s diverse experience as a professional LinkedIn Trainer and 
Coach allows her to bring a unique breadth of knowledge, as well as an aspect of fun and passion,to all her 
workshops.


